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Abstract. This paper aims to present a model for traffic risk prediction. Its 
contribution is the adaptation of Fuzzy Logic applied to Harmonic Systems in 
order to make it more flexible and powerful in certain contexts. The possibility 
of having a good traffic risk prediction opens a practical possibility to 
successfully improve the security not only for drivers, but also for pedestrians 
and cyclists. The proposed model is able to process in real-time with simple 
data provided by the environment and the individual whose risk is being 
processed. The scope of this paper covers the technical description of the 
model, statistical analysis and comparison with alternates using Traditional 
Ruled-Expert Systems (RES), Harmonic Systems (HS) and Fuzzy Harmonic 
Systems (FHS). Also a short proposal for the prototype is described. Results 
indicate a remarkable improvement for the FHS predictor compared to RES and 
HS.
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1 Introduction

With the development of the digital technology, new data sources are capable of 
generating great diversity and quantity of data. In accordance to the International Data 
Corporation (IDC) today data are increased by 50% per year [1]. These 
characteristics, when it comes to important numbers of records, they become 
unmanageable for traditional systems. It is thus that the techniques of big data and 
deep learning take place in these circumstances, generating the possibility of 
enhancing less procedural algorithms in pursuit of modern heuristics. All this is at the 
cost of a process of increasing the bias of the model, but with the convenience of 
becoming manageable problematic situations so far difficult until now difficult to 
solve.

The number of drivers on the roads and streets has increased dramatically over the 
years. In accordance to the Wards Auto [2] the number of vehicles in circulation in 
the world went from 980 million in 2009 to 1015 million vehicles in 2010, 
representing a 3,57% in just one year. The traffic generated as a consequence causes 
congestions and complications that increase over time, in the detriment of not only of
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the drivers themselves but also of the rest of the cohabiting community. One of the 
most compelling problems in the world are traffic accidents and their consequences 
[3], [4] involving material losses, people injured and even multiple deaths [5], [6]. An 
effective risk assessment should include information of the environment, proper 
context information, vulnerability of the individual, sudden biomechanical forces [7], 
among other variables. There are many studies and statistics with models that 
partially represent the apparent risk, but they are not accurate predictors because they 
miss a representative number of hidden factors, which are indirect or partial cause. 
Examples of such uncovered tips are: the fact that pedestrian injuries increase with 
vehicle speed, sidewalk status, availability of suitable crossing facilities, lack of 
proper pedestrian crossings, number of lanes to cross, complexity of intersections, etc.

Among the items that are directly involved there are some that are typically 
considered, such as the use of seatbelt and airbag in vehicles. However there are other 
extra facts that relate to the impossibility of preventing risk situations (for example: 
sudden movements from other vehicles or pedestrians, animals crossing the sidewalk, 
etc.). The reaction time in such cases is often insufficient for appropriate risk 
nullification. On average, a person reacts in 1.5 seconds to a danger stimulus. This 
should be added to other facts that can slow down or alter this time making things 
worse. Some proposals try to generate some extra time, so the driver can limit the risk 
of accident, one example is the VANETS navigation platform [8].

There are proposals that are based on the use of certain technologies. By case, 
designing networks that can act in different environments (streets and routes) [9]. 
There are also works on communication between vehicles (cell phone, Bluetooth, RF, 
infrared, etc.) [10], [11], [12], [13], [14] as an element of additional support and 
prevention. In these proposals the vehicle communicates with two others (front and 
behind) while driving in its lane. But their success is limited and they are very 
sensitive to the weather conditions. Other proposals present the possibility of being 
coupled to the software of a GPS navigator or cell phone devices of personal use.

From Data Mining (DM) perspective, risk can be thought as a derivation of a set of 
variables heuristically selected as the most likely cause of some described accident. 
The HS are a type of mining centered on the rhythm, accelerations, static periods and 
other aspects related to the time characteristics of the selected patterns. HS also 
allows real-time processing. It is prepared for applications that require rapid reactions 
to data collected with certain criteria (for example a driver or pedestrian who 
compiles environmental data during its movement from one point to another) [15].

The FHS model extends HS with fuzzy predictions, enabling the semantic 
conception of the variables, thus allowing a better focusing of the predictor behavior. 
Instead of recognizing patterns configuration of certain parameters deterministically, 
it analysis just timings behavior at intervals. Taking that step in inferential capacity, it 
increases the bias of this model. This model changes the pattern of resonance 
parameters as processed by HS incorporating a fuzzy configuration. This way, 
according to the Occam Razzor theorem [16], a higher pattern detection power is 
expected in new situations. The rest of this paper presents the Fuzzy Harmonic 
System model (section 2), a statistical analysis and comparison of ES, HS and FHS
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models (section 3), the proposal of prototype FHS implementation (section 4) and 
finally conclusions and future works (section 5).

2 Fuzzy Harmonic Systems Model

This section presents a technical description of the FHS [17].

FHS Goal. FHS systems can be applied to cases where the problem to be treated has 
two characteristics: response requirements in real time and the data are not discrete, 
also requiring a complex context of such data. Through the use of fuzzy patterns it is 
possible to detect implicit knowledge in the variables defining membership functions 
(for example low visibility, high speed, sunset and dawn hours, etc.), and the use of a 
word bag implementation for categorical attributes (for example bag_rain = {Rain, 
Drizzle, Hail, Thunderstorm, Precipitation, Overcast, Squalls}). Fuzzy patterns can be 
parameterized deterministically, by set of values or by intervals. This way it is 
possible to use FHS in problems whose data need to be interpreted with semantic 
sense, before being converted and evaluated as numbers.

FHS Problems. FHS can be used in the same types of problems as HS, provided that 
specific patterns of interest are properly defined (for example for problems like 
intrusion detection in a network, production failures, Decision Support Systems, 
process control, etc.). Additionally, it is possible to react upon changes of behavior in 
those patterns. It is important to note that the focus of the system emphasizes the time 
of occurrence of events, not the event itself.

FHS Functioning. FHS extend the HS model approach. A deeper description of HS 
is out of the scope of this paper but readers interested in details may find them in [18], 
and for more details about HS applied to traffic risk in [19], [20], [21], [22] y [23]. 
The main feature that is being added at the present model is the use of fuzzy patterns 
and certain basic expert rules as shown in fig. 1, providing the system with the ability 
to contextualize variables, and incorporating commonly implicit knowledge of the 
context in the form of membership functions. Through a set of specifically designed 
operators, it is possible to manipulate logical and subjective concepts of the problem 
through numbers. The result of the whole process is a weighted collection of non- 
numeric parameters, enriched with the contribution of subjective information not 
considered by other approaches.
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Fig. 1. FHS Model.

3 Statistical Analysis

Statistical analysis compares performance of a prototype implementing ES, HS 
(presented in [17], [22]) and a functional prototype that partially implements the FHS 
core. In order to be able to perform the comparison of the different models it is 
mandatory to test same cases.

-Dataset, is a collection of real world traffic at “Concepción del Uruguay” city 
(Entre Ríos province), these data are in the public domain (can be accessed from the 
link: https://drive.google.com/file/d70B97BXscx2_9mSnpsZnB3Qm0wQnM/view?
usp=sharing), fig. 2 shows a map of the city and its risk zones.

Fig. 2. Map of risk zones for Concepción del Uruguay.
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As can be seen, the map has a mix of risks. Each cell represents a zone, described in 
the database as a tuple IDzone, two points of latitude and longitude, and risk. IDzone 
(identification code for the cell), its geolocation points and the level of risk associated 
with it (values can be HIGH, MEDIUM, or LOW). The map represents risk levels 
with green (low), yellow (medium), red (high).

-Patterns and rules, table 1 lists the 14 patterns used for testing HS and FHS 
systems. ES rules are the same as the ones described for HS patterns.

Table 1. Description of driver and pedestrian patterns for HS and FHS models.

For more details about fuzzy sets used for FHS patterns and fuzzification process see 
[17]. Table 2 shows the initial configuration values used for HS and FHS models.
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Table 2. Initial configuration of HS and FSH pattems.

-Results, Table 3 presents a summary of the results of the testing process for the 
three prediction models. The number of cases studied, instances of risk, predicted risk 
level (risk values can be 0=NO RISK, 1=LOW RISK, 2=MEDIUM RISK, 3 = HIGH 
RISK), and the cases where the zone’s risk level influences the risk level calculated 
by the model [23].

Table 3. Summary of systems testing.

Table 4 presents a detailed description of the results obtained from testing, grouped 
according to the main characteristics of the behavior presented by ES, HS and FHS 
models. It can be observed similarities and differences of the risk obtained, the 
number of cases corresponding to each group and subgroup, and some remarks.

Table 4. Detailed description of test results.
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From the results, a random and significant sample is extracted to analyze the relation 
between the prediction results of the models. Contingency tables 5 and 6 show an 
interesting difference between the different predictions.

Table 5. Contingency table es_predict * hs_predict.
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Table 6. Contingency table es_predict * FHS_predict.

4 Proposal Prototype FHS

As mentioned in previous sections, the Kronos prototype partially implements the 
FHS model. Since the goal here is to validate its improvement of efficiency with 
respect to the HS model, it is not required a full implementation. The prototype is 
coded Java for its simplicity and flexibility to migrate to Android with minimal 
modifications. The global design of the system allows to interact via the Internet (with 
off-line support for cases where there is no Internet service). There is also the 
possibility to use it with several devices and alternate information systems (see fig. 3).

Fig. 3. Architecture of the prototype Kronos Mobile.

Kronos Admin (1). Management of patterns, maps and zones of risk, in accordance 
to the functionality previously described [17], [23].
Firebase (2). Real-time database for persistence of system data and data generated by 
it, with support for authentication and user management. It can be used also off-line. 
Kronos Mobile (3). Mobile prototype that implements several functionalities.

a. user profile and vehicles, allows the configuration and profiling of users 
and their vehicles.

b. blood alcohol model, based on the Widmark formula [24] using UBE 
(Standard Drinking Unit). It helps to determine alcohol level in blood, and 
infers its decreasing behavior after time t.

c. weather model (5), based on the descriptions and needs determined in [17]. 
It is updated by means of a difference function after a time t, if the weather 
data present a significant difference from those obtained previously.
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d. FHS model, to calculate the level of risk of the user and issue an alert in 
case of being exposed to a possible risk situation.

e. speed calculation model (4), based on GPS geolocation, obtains the speed 
of the user's movement using the Haversine formula [25].

5 Conclusion and Future Work

This paper presents the FHS model, with a prototype that implements it. It is 
presented also a statistical comparison using ES, HS and a partial implementation of 
FHS. The characteristics of each model were presented: rules, patterns and basic 
semantic information about the zones used to infer the risk levels. The comparison 
between the different models shows interesting differences in the number of cases 
detected by FHS on HS and ES. This is due to the flexibility granted by fuzzy patterns 
and the ability to contextualize the variables and obtain subtle information.

As future work remains the full implementation of the FHS model and to perform 
real-time evaluations in different geographical locations of the country in order to 
measure the robustness of the model behavior in different situations.
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